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Abstract

Xin, J., Peirce, A., Chadam, J. and P. Ortoleva, Reactive flows in layered porous media, I. Homogenization of free boundary

problems. Asymptotic Analysis 11 (1995) 31-54.

A model of reactive flow in a layered porous medium is considered in which the layering is represented by small-scale

periodic structure. A novel form of homogenization analysis is presented, combining geometric optics and multiple scales

expansions together with matched asymptotics to derive an effective free boundary problem for the motion of the reactive

interface. Applications of the effective free boundary equations arc given in which travelling wave solutions and the stability

of shape perturbations arc considered.

1. Introduction

The study of reactive flows in porous media is important in the fundamental understanding

of many geochemical situations such as the diagenesis and evolution of mineral deposits, oil

and gas reserves, assessing the integrity of chemical and nuclear waste repositories, and even in

mineral extraction processes such as in situ coal gasification, enhanced oil recovery and leaching

of minerals.
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The model we consider for this problem involves a solvent which is being forced into a porous

medium. The solute will be dissolved upstream while sufficiently far downstream the solvent

will become saturated. In between these two regions there is a reaction interface that is typically

thin and across which the porosity changes rapidly from its downstream value to its upstream

value as a result of the dissolution process taking place at the front. Understanding the possible

formation and stability of protrusions along the front and the shape selection of morphologically

more complicated reaction zones such as fingers is important in the above geochemical situations.

Such protrusions can result from a relatively higher permeability at one point of the front than at

neighboring points on the front. As a result of this permeability increase, the unsaturated solvent

is then focused at the tip of the protrusion which in turn advances more rapidly than the other

points of the front. This destabilizing mechanism is known as the reaction-infiltration instability.

There is, however, a competing process which tends to inhibit the uncontrolled growth of such

protrusions. As the aspect ratio of the protrusion increases, diffusion of solute from the sides of

the protrusion increases the concentration of the solute in the solvent at the tip, thereby inhibiting

the advancement of the protrusion (see Fig. 1). The shape stability of the reaction-infiltration

instability has been studied by us [1-3] in the case of a homogeneous porous medium.

Fig. l.

In this paper we consider the case of reactive flow through layered porous media. The inclusion

of layering in the model is important as many of the world's natural gas and oil deposits are found in

underground chambers whose impervious sides are made up of alternating low and higher porosity

layers. These layers were formed by the oscillatory deposition caused by nucleation feedback and

coupled mechano-chemical processes. Similar processes also formed under-pressured chambers,

which instead of containing gas and oil are under vacuum. These under-pressured chambers are

currently being investigated as potential chemical and nuclear waste repositories. An assessment of

the integrity of the layered walls of such chambers depends on a fundamental understanding of their

resistance to unstable breakout by the flow of highly reactive fluids. Conversely acid injection

processes are also used in petroleum engineering to repair well damage to banded reservoirs.

Therefore, the effect of layering on the reaction-infiltration process is of fundamental importance

in these areas.

Layering occurs naturally on a wide range of length scales varying from a few grain diameters

to tens or even hundreds of meters. Specific examples of layering are found in the Anadarko basin

in the Simpson group of sandstones [12], the marl/limestone alterations [13] and selected shales

in the Woodford formation. Reaction fronts, such as those mentioned above, occur both naturally

and in the mineral extraction process. Variations in temperature or grain rate coefficients result














































